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What is CSS?
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple mechanism for adding 

style (e.g. fonts, colors, spacing) to Web documents. Learn 

more about CSS and how to use it for your website.

The CSS Working Group is responsible for 

maintaining the CSS standards and developing the 

future of CSS. You can join the conversation and 

contribute to the future of style.
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What's New »

2007-10-19 Last Call: CSS Mobile Profile 2.0

2007-10-19 Working Draft: CSS Snapshot 2007

2007-10-19 Working Draft: Behavioral Extensions to CSS

2007-09-05 Working Draft: CSS Grid Positioning Module 
Level!3

2007-08-09 Working Draft: CSS basic box module

2007-08-09 Working draft: CSS advanced layout module

2007-07-19 Candidate Recommendation: Cascading Style 
Sheets, level!2 revision!1

2007-05-04 Working Draft: CSS3 module: Generated 
Content for Paged Media

More  »

The World of CSS »

2007-10-31 Kei Kubo released the 1.0 beta version 
of CSSEZ, an online CSS authoring tool that has many 

layout templates, background image maker, and other features. 

Requires Javascript. (Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer; free; in 

Japanese)

2007-10-08 For those who find the CSS grammar rules 

difficult to read, Rikkert Koppes has made visual “railroad 
diagrams” of the syntax of CSS.

2007-10-08 Andy Clarke (graphic designer and member 

or the CSS working group) announced the “CSS 
Eleven,” a group of Web developers and designers who 

intend to explain and illustrate the various CSS modules as 

they are developed.

2007-09-05 Westciv again started its (free, self-paced, 
on-line CSS level!1 course.Already in June, but the 

announcement here got lost!!)
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Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple 

mechanism for adding style (e.g. fonts, 

colors, spacing) to Web documents. 

Learn more about CSS and 

how to use it for your website.

The CSS Working Group is 

responsible for maintaining the CSS 

standards and developing the 

future of CSS. You can join the 

conversation and contribute to 

the future of style.

TEST »
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple 

mechanism for adding style (e.g. fonts, 

colors, spacing) to Web documents. 

Tutorials, books, mailing lists for users, etc. 

can be found on the learning CSS 

page. For background information on style 

sheets, see the Web style sheets 

page. Discussions about CSS are carried out 

on the www-style@w3.org mailing 

list (archive) and on the CSS blog.
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CONTRIBUTE »
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple mechanism for adding style (e.g. fonts, colors, spacing) to 

Web documents. Tutorials, books, mailing lists for users, etc. can be found on the learning CSS 

page. For background information on style sheets, see the Web style sheets page. Discussions 

about CSS are carried out on the www-style@w3.org mailing list (archive) and on the 

CSS blog.

DISCUSS »
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple 

mechanism for adding style (e.g. fonts, 

colors, spacing) to Web documents. 

Tutorials, books, mailing lists for users, etc. 

can be found on the learning CSS 

page. For background information on style 

sheets, see the Web style sheets 

page. Discussions about CSS are carried out 

on the www-style@w3.org mailing 

list (archive) and on the CSS blog.
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